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============== PST File
Format SDK offers a fully featured
yet small enough library to parse
and store only your PSTs without
storing the entire Outlook profile
on the side. With the file format
SDK, you will read and write all of
your PST file through the C++
language. Its purpose is to convert
the mail in a straightforward
manner as another IMAP client.
The file format SDK does not
require Outlook at all. As a result,
the SDK can be easily ported to
another OS. Through analysis, it
supports opening and saving PST
file on Windows NT, Windows
2000, Windows 98, Windows 95,
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Windows ME, Windows XP,
Windows 2003, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8 and
Windows 10. PST File Format SDK
Features: ===============
============= - Encryption:
protect your message contents by
encrypting using the standard
industry standard AES-256
algorithm (128 bit key) - Proper
email messages can be read
without any trouble - Messages
and attachments stored in the PST
folder can be processed. Messages and attachment stored
in other folders (such as Sent
Items folder) can be processed Save Outlook profile as standard
PST file format, which is the most
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common and utilized format for
PST in the wild - Save Outlook
profile as native PST format (not
customizable) - Save all emails as
native Outlook formats (MHTML or
HTML) - Supports a variety of
properties such as to, from, cc,
subject, date, time etc. - Fast
speed - Free of license, no
licensing - Built-in and fully
configurable regular expressions Regular expression validator Imported C++ library is platform
independent (use an OpenMP
version on multi-core machines or
a parallel version by OpenMP on
single core machines) - Imported
C++ library is easily portable by
using the Build Links feature of
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Visual Studio 2012 - Imported C++
library is portable to other OSs
using (Apache Portable Runtime)
APR - Imported C++ library is
freely available with the source
code and can be compiled and
used freely - Imported C++ library
has no platform or compiler
required - More than 60 supported
email property values - Supports
multiple languages for PST
property values - Built-in and fully
configurable UTF-8 encoder UTF-8 encoder can be easily
configured - Direct usage for
parsing/saving of existing PST file Built-in and fully configurable
UTF-8 decoder - UTF-8
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PST File Format SDK X64 (Final 2022)

- PST File Format SDK (pstsdk) is a
header only C++ library for
reading PST files. It provides an
RPC (R) facade for the Outlook
Interop assemblies, which makes it
a little more stable and handles
Null pointers a bit better. The RPC
facade also means that when
you're passing huge amounts of
data between Win32 and.NET
applications, it doesn't matter if
the data was marshalled to a
string in.NET and then back to an
array of bytes in Win32 again
because all the "fat" marshalling is
handled transparently through
RPC. - Make sure C:\HKEY_LOCAL_
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MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Wi
ndows NT\CurrentVersion\AppCom
patFlags\Layers contains the
registry key named Form1.exe.
You'll need to remove all forms in
the key to make this work. - Make
sure C:\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SO
FTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\Cur
rentVersion\AppCompatFlags\Laye
rs contains the registry key named
OutlookRunOnly.dll. Installation: Copy all files in the \pstsdk\bin
directory to the executable
directory of your.NET application.
The dlls (which are normally
stripped by the compiler) must be
stripped before they're installed. Run the following script (after
getting SVN up and running) to
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build PSTFileFormatSDK.dll from
your local copy of
PSTFileFormatSDK. You should
have pstsdk-examples\pstgen.cpp
in the same directory as
PSTFileFormatSDK.dll. If you don't
you can just create an empty file
named pstgen.cpp, run the script
again and it'll create the file for
you. - Copy all files in the
\pstsdk\lib directory to the include
directory of your.NET application.
Make sure you copy all the dlls
(which are normally stripped by
the compiler) to the folder too. The
pstsdk\lib\pstsdk.dll must be
installed in the executable's folder
or the application will not start. Copy pstsdk\test to the same
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directory as your application. - If
you're using Visual Studio 2008 or
previous versions, you'll need to
build.NET 4.0 to be able to use
PSTFileFormatSDK. You need to
add pstsdk\bin to your PATH
environment variable first. - If
you're using Visual Studio
b7e8fdf5c8
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PST File Format SDK

The PST File Format SDK is a
library to read and export PST files
(Personal Storage Table). README.txt - mailinglist.txt xfer.txt - docs\pst-file-formatsdk.pdf - xfer\pst-file-formatsdk.zip - tests\pst-file-formattest.exe - tests\pst-file-formattest.c - tests\testpst.cpp readme_faq.txt - xfer\faq.txt tests\testpst.cpp xfer\transfersettings.cpp xfer\pst.cpp - xfer\pst-fileformat.cpp - xfer\pst-file-format.h xfer\st-findrow.cpp - xfer\pst-fileformat.c - xfer\pst-file-format-lib.h
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- xfer\pst-file-format-lib.c - xfer\pstfile-format-test.cpp xfer\outputsettings.cpp - xfer\pstfile-format-test.h - xfer\pst-fileformat.h - xfer\pst-fmt.cpp xfer\outputsettings.cpp xfer\outputsettings.h xfer\transfersettings.cpp - xfer\pstfmt.h - xfer\pst-fmt.c - xfer\pst-fmtlib.cpp - xfer\outputsettings.h xfer\pst-fmt-lib.cpp xfer\transfersettings.cpp xfer\transfersettings.h - xfer\pstfmt-lib.h - xfer\pst-fmt.h - xfer\xfersection.cpp - xfer\pst-fmt.c xfer\xfer-section.cpp - xfer\pstfmt.c - xfer\xfer-section.h - xfer\pstfmt-lib.h - xfer\xfer
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What's New in the?

- Contains C and C++ headers Uses the standard zipfile.h - Uses
opl.h which has a variety of access
methods to an opl file (direct read,
very easy) - Supports multiple
threading for reading, writing, and
parsing (MT is easy to port) - Easy
to use with Visual Studio Supports multiple platforms: Linux (on Mac) - Mac OSX (on Mac)
- Windows (on Linux or Mac) - Any
other OS supported by MinGW
Make - Supports reading and
writing mbox files - Portable: can
be compiled and installed on Linux
and Mac, can be installed into
Visual Studio, or run as a portable
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executable (POS) - Fast (how fast
is depends on the file being read
or written) - C#.NET compatible C#.NET Creator Project compatible
- Cannot handle merged PST files
(have a bit of trouble with them) File name (and extension) are
determined by the name of the
folder of the file. - Logically
determines the type of the file. For
example, email and folders are
mails and folders. - Supports
empty files and large files (>2.5
GB) - Multi-threaded support (MT) Supports Unicode UTF-16 and
UTF-32 (binary) - Supports
hierarchical mailbox containers Supports text, HTML, binary, and
RTF (but not OLE) attachments page 13 / 17

Supports CSV and pretty much
anything else that can be put into
a table - Supports UTF-8 - Supports
file date-time - Supports pst
incrementals - Supports multi-part
or single-part mails (but not multipart mails with parts that are
empty and do not have
attachments) - Supports multiattachments (but not multi-part
mails) - Supports compression Supports encryption - Supports
OLE and it's many variations (clsid,
msoid, etc) - Supports unencoded
strings - Supports MIME (multipart
mails) - Supports Zip (MIME and
clsid) - Supports desktop (normal)
mails (normal part type and
attachments) - Does not support: page 14 / 17

Database (not MSSQL, MySQL, or
ODBC) - Exchange (MAPI) (didn't
have a way to find out how) Entourage (didn't have a way to
find
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System Requirements For PST File Format SDK:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 CPU:
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4690 CPU @
3.20GHz Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560
or AMD Radeon HD 7870 Storage:
2 GB available space Additional
Notes: Pre-rendered screen is not
supported, the game should run on
the medium settings on Low/High
presets Recommended: CPU:
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU @
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